Study reports only 3 ways to transmit AIDS

Suicide rate highest for male AIDS patients

By Larry Doyle
United Press International

Staff wages range from $14.64 to $86.4

By Donna Walker
United Press International

House defeats $30 million aid plan for rebels

WASHINGTON — The Democratic-led House, in a surprise vote Thursday, killed a plan late Thursday that would have given billion in humanitarian aid to the 

The House voted 216-289 against the plan, 57 Democrats and 15 Republicans opposed it. The proposal would have been a critical boost for the rebel forces in the war against the government of 

The defeat of the aid came minutes after the House had tenta-

ALSO TODAY, New Orleans Mayor orn, in a strong endorsement of Rev. Jesse Jackson's bid to win the Democratic nomination for president, announced that he would endorse him. Mayor orn said that he would endorse Jackson at a rally Monday night. Mayor orn is the first major mayor to endorse Jackson in the presidential campaign.

Jackson's support grows down South

By George Shefton
Los Angeles Times

Reported to be the first time in more than 20 years that blacks have been a majority of the Democratic convention delegates, Rev. Jesse Jackson is well on his way to winning the party's nomination for president.

In a recent poll of likely Democratic convention delegates, Rev. Jesse Jackson is leading all other candidates for the nomination. The poll showed that 56% of the delegates favor Jackson, compared to 28% for Al Gore, 12% for Bill Clinton, and 4% for New York Gov. Mario Cuomo.

Jackson is expected to win the nomination at the Democratic National Convention in July.

Ul affiliated day care meets financial fate

By Cathy Jackson

For the last time, miniature their day-care centers, the Ul affiliated day-care centers in the United States are being closed down. Ul affiliated day-care centers, including the center closed down last month at University of Illinois, have been forced to close down due to financial difficulties.

About 16 children were forced to leave the center last month, and seven staff members, including the center director, were laid off. These center closed down last month at University of Illinois, have been forced to close down due to financial difficulties.

NEWSPAPER is your daily source of local news and information. We provide you with the latest developments in local politics, sports, and entertainment. We also cover national and international news, as well as the latest in technology and science.

Weather


INSIGHTS: On this day in history

1789: George Washington was inaugurated as the first president of the United States.

1938: The movie "The Wizard of Oz" was released.

2008: The United States Olympic Committee announced that it had selected Salt Lake City as the site of the 2002 Winter Olympics.
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"Gusto Latino" shares Latin culture with community

By Carlos Alba

(From our C.Central Iowa office)

By Carlos Alba

The C.Central Iowa branch of Gusto Latino will be hosting an event in the Library Center in Des Moines on Wednesday, May 11, from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. to introduce the Iowa City community to Latin cultures. The event will feature live music, dance performances, and food samples from various Latin countries.

**Corrections**

The Iowa City Press-Citizen’s editorial of April 7, 2016, contained an error. The quote about the letter to the editor should have read: “It is a letter to the editor, not the editor.”

**Subscriptions**

The Daily Iowan, the student newspaper of the University of Iowa, is available to all subscribers. 
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**AIDS awareness**

Local groups hope to increase AIDS awareness through benefit

By Paula Rosenthal

As the number of AIDS cases in Iowa continues to increase, local groups are looking for ways to raise awareness and funds for AIDS research.
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UI student awarded Young Scholar grant

By Jim Echternach
The Daily Iowan

The University of Iowa recently awarded a $2,200 grant to Thaddeus Metz, a sophomore philosophy major.

Metz has been awarded a Young Scholars grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities. The program encourages undergraduate students to pursue independent research and work with faculty or undergraduates.

"Going through the honors program, Metz will be able to attend meetings twice weekly to evaluate his progress and help him define the scope of the study. Because of the rules of the scholar's program, Metz will be able to spend almost the entire term studying," Myle Will, director of the Honors Program, said.

"Current upcoming honors projects are first by undertaking extra readings and smaller projects to orient ourselves to the material."

"I am interested in the question of what is the best way to make his proposals easier to carry out. I want to use his proposals to the advantage of the student." Metz's proposal is to carry out a project on Hegel's "History: Marxs Interpretation of Hegel," and will examine a recent translation of a text by Hegel.

"In the future, Metz will work with his own independent research and his proposals on his own independent projects and in current course work."

"I credit the UI Honors Program with helping me to focus during my semester," Metz said.

"I believe that the UI Honors Program is an important part of my education." Metz is expected to continue his research and will be able to attend class during the semester.
Metro/Iowa

Application deadline for DI editor position is extended by By Anne Kaele The Daily Iowan

In a last-minute vote Thursday night, the board of Student Publications, Inc., extended the application deadline for spring of this year to Monday night. The DI editor position was originally advertised for this year in the Daily Iowan, citing the application as extended "in the peculiarly and arbitrarily manner of the S.P.I.

DI Editor William Carney and editorial advisor James Croy said they were encouraged to hear of the extension Thursday night. Carney said the board had a "peculiarly and arbitrarily manner of the S.P.I.
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U.S. move damages cash flow in Panama

United Press International

The United States moved the dial this week to keep Panamanian banks from making payments to heavily-indebted firms, causing a cash flow crisis for the government.

The move has led to widespread unrest in Panama, with the government announcing a freeze on Panamanian transactions to stem the flow of money into the treasury of the government of Panama.

The freeze, which has been called "tactically important," is aimed at preventing the flow of funds to debtors, including some of the country's largest companies.

The United States has also announced plans to increase the pressure on the Panamanian government to reduce its debt, which has reached a record high of $20 billion.

In a group of Jewish settlers, deposits frozen.

Checks. Some said they were from commercial banks, which were open in the capital.

The Treasury and the Israeli government, which was open in the Israeli capital, were refusing to issue payroll checks to bank employees.

"Silent, silent, silent," the second meeting with the bank's workers Thursday, a day after the first meeting, said, "We are not discussing details of the meeting."

Shultz meets with Hussein for second round of talks.

By Jim Anderson

JERUSALEM — Secretary of State George Shultz returned to the Middle East last Thursday, saying he is convinced his diplomacy is at an "important point" in the negotiations.

In his statement after spending 90 minutes with Jordan's King Hussein in London Thursday — the second meeting with the monarch this week — he is convinced the initiative that has taken him to the region is "very important." He said he did not want to discuss details of his talks.

"I am very hopeful," he said. "I think we can still make progress." He said he did not want to discuss details of his talks.

Shultz and Secretary of State George Shultz, left, is greeted at Jaxen's Gay London Club in London Thursday where the meetings will take place, attending the Middle East negotiations.

By Dan Fishbein

BEER-SHEVA, Israel-Occupied West Bank (AP) — hijackers who were stranded by the security measures imposed by the Israeli government, turned their anger to Western newsmen Thursday, raging at least three of them who were captured by the security forces.

The hijackers, who were stranded by the security measures, turned their anger to Western newsmen Thursday, raging at least three of them who were captured by the security forces.

The incident was believed to reflect the rise in tension in the occupied territories in which settlers, armed with guns, have become a common sight.
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people are infected, so there's no way of knowing. But we do know it happens, and it happens to unpredictable people who are perfectly normal, as well as to people with a diffuse neurocognitive disorder (FNC) and having a single suicide rate comparable to that of men with AIDS.

The suicide rate we use is so high that it approximates that of people with Huntington's Disease, which is associated with psychiatric syndromes such as depression, anxiety, alcoholism, and by definition as being linked to suicide. So Green AIDS is known to affect people at work. We can't rule out biological underpinnings in those suicides, but Matus, who also noted epilepsy has a suicide rate 25 times that of the general population, even though it is not said, and multiple sclerosis is a suicide rate 13 times higher than the general population.

Although several drugs and therapies are either available or in the offering for AIDS patients, there isn't a consensus on how to address the problem. Would they think that drugs like AZT might help AIDS patients in suicide? But as the number of AIDS suicides has really gone up. Marcus said, "Given the number of cases here are even up, it can't tell you the exact rate right now, but we have known trends toward that is predictive. Marcus acknowledged that many people who were conflicts with an AIDS agent's direction in current medical, the history of the disease and the near death of death. But, he said, "What we need to be doing is helping those people and to the extent they encounter. It's not getting better."

Senior Naval Reserve leader Robert McCall of Illinois clearly after arriving at the White House to discuss the next steps.

Twelve of the brightest minds in the country had the same idea last summer.
Defensive weapons are not bad

A

Unjust tax

As a result of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, students who receive scholarships and grants will now have to pay income tax on the portion of the scholarship that is considered "earnable income." This change is a result of the government's attempt to stop tax evasion in which money earned from educational assistance is not taxed. The government has claimed that this revenue will be used to fund education. However, this change is not the best way to solve the problem. In fact, this new policy will only add to the already high cost of college education.

Student voice

After years of neglecting the very people it serves the metat, the government is finally realizing that it has a duty to educate the young. It is high time that we started taking school seriously and stopped letting the government decide what we should learn. There is no reason to let the government determine our education. It is our right to learn what we want to learn and to pursue our own interests.

Michael Humes

Iowa Young Americans for Fre- eman president Eric Birn, former campus president, has of- fered his support for the Iowa Charter Bill. He believes that the bill would give a voice to the student regent. This is a good idea, but I don't think it will make much of a difference. The government is already too involved in our lives, and the Iowa charter bill would only make it worse.

CIA should keep recruiting

The CIA can take all the abuse anyone can throw at it, but I don't think that anyone will ever really understand how much it means to them. It's a job that is not only hard, but also dangerous. Some people think that the CIA is only about spieganda, but that's not true. The CIA is about protecting our country from those who would do us harm.

Michael Humes

Iowa Young Americans for Fre-
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Day Care
Student Senate Deputy Commodore, of the University of Iowa, said she is concerned about the decrease in student involvement and the need for more investment in student services.

"There has been a history of sensitivity to the relationship between student senate and the day care centers," said Kasner. "Student senate feels that the day care centers' responsibilities are being ignored."

Kasner said Senate needs to be involved with the centers. Currently, she said, only one representative from each center is on the Senate, which is not enough representation.

"We want a high-quality teacher and a learning environment," Kasner said. "We want to be involved with the centers."

Kasner said Senate is at a crossroads because the centers are not providing enough services to the university. She said that Senate needs to take action in order to help the centers.

Kasner also mentioned that Senate needs to be involved with future decisions about the centers.

"We want to be involved in making future decisions about the centers," she said.

Kasner said that Senate needs to be more involved with the centers in order to help them improve their services. She said that Senate needs to be more proactive in order to make sure that the centers are providing the best possible care for the children.

Kasner said that Senate needs to be more involved with the centers in order to help them improve their services. She said that Senate needs to be more proactive in order to make sure that the centers are providing the best possible care for the children.

Kasner said that Senate needs to be more involved with the centers in order to help them improve their services. She said that Senate needs to be more proactive in order to make sure that the centers are providing the best possible care for the children.
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At econofoods we can't take you to Italy but we can give you a taste of it at low econofoods prices.
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Just off Collins & Center Point Road and Westdale Mall in Cedar Rapids
Broadway & Highway 6 Bypass in Iowa City
Iowa swams 2nd on first day

By Fred F. Jones
The Daily Iowan

Iowa swam 2nd on first day of NCAA meet.

Weekend: 1988 NCAA Swimming Championships

The Daily Iowan

Iowa swimming coach Don Gable sits with his team at the NCAA Championships.

The Hawksw, who haven't swum in the Big Ten since 1973, will be entering the 1988 NCAA Swimming tournament this year. The Big Ten this season has also won one of the last 15 NCAA crowns.

Gable: 7 Hawks should be seeded

By Scott Wagner
The Daily Iowan

It's time to commit, speculate and start writing:

Janis Clark, Iowa Gable knows his team at hand at - to build the entire swim squad through those who have worked hard during the regular season. The Big Ten swimmers will be swimming at the NCAA championships.

Iowa's swimming meet this weekend will be broadcast live from Ann Arbor, Mich.

THAT TOP 8 usually means a lot for the swim team. That is, the seven swimmers who are expected to make the NCAA championship team. This year, the 1988 NCAA champions will be determined by the top 8 swimmers in each event.

Iowa swim team is ranked 5th in the nation. The Hawkeyes are looking for a second straight appearance in the NCAA championship meet.

The Hawkeyes have won nine of the 15 NCAA championships in swimming. This year, the team is looking to win its third straight title.

The Hawkeyes have qualified 18 swimmers for the NCAA championships. The team's best events are the 200-yard freestyle, 100-yard backstroke and 50-yard freestyle.

The Hawkeyes are expected to compete in the NCAA championship meet this year. The team's chances of winning a national title are considered good.
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Sports

Coaches’ reunion highlights weekend men’s tennis action
By Ann Isaac
The Daily Iowan
This weekend saw an Iowa men’s tennis team highlight a unique event for Iowa Coach Steve Houghton and his past mentors, Steve Wilkinson and Jerry Kruckeberg.
Last weekend, the Hawkeyes faced off against Golden Gophers Coach Wilkinson, who was a former assistant coach for Iowa. Houghton played at Iowa.
Wilkinson said he was excited to play on his home court and to see old friends while he is here.
Houghton said Wilkinson is, “probably one of the strongest competitors Southern Illinois could have. He’s a good friend. I watched him the entire time...and he did a fine job.”
Wilkinson, who is a skilled mentor, is a good friend.
Wilkinson said he is excited to visit old friends while he is here.
“This is a very capable squad for this final attempt at the Big Ten championships,” he said.
As assistant track coach Jim Grant said, “Iowa is a very capable squad for this final attempt at the Big Ten championships,” he said.
“THE BIG TEN meet has a lot of strategy involved,” Grant said.
“Toll free In Iowa outside Iowa City
335-1160
Sunday, March 6, 3:00 p.m.
THE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA MUSEUM OF ART presents a lecture by
Lowell Cross, Professor, UI School of Music
“The John Cage-Marcel Duchamp Reunion”
Sunday, March 6, 3:00 p.m.
Educational Gallery, Museum of Art
The lecture is in conjunction with the current exhibition Fluxus and Friends, which continues through March 13. The lecture is free and open to the public.

Iowa City Yacht Club
13 S. Linn
Friday Lunch Special
Sloppy Joes
$1.25
Friday Lunch
Tom Nothnagle
Plays for your listening pleasure
Friday Night
Steve Hughes & Rob Keller
8 p.m.
Saturday
Brenda & the Wild Husbands
8:30 p.m.
Sunday
Tom Nothnagle
8 p.m.

Come Home To
Kentucky Fried Chicken.
“Feel The Warmth. Taste The Goodness.”

Sanctuary
fr•sat.
DAVE MOORE
blues and more
thurs., march 10
UI SMALL GROUP JAZZ
class midterm performances
all shows 9:30 p.m.
NO COVER
open 3:30 p.m. mon.-thurs.
open 4:00 p.m. fri.
Part Y
Spring Fever Fling
This Weekend
March 4th, 5th and 6th
• Five Peep & Mountain Dew
• Tantilizing giveaways
• Hush Hush contest
• T-shirts
• Godfathers Pizza coupons
Scope out our new spring sportswear for your break!
Hawks tackle tough foes in weekend tilts

No. 7 in the nation, is on the road again this weekend to face Minnesota at Ames and unranked Iowa a few days later. "It's probably the strength of the Cyclones, the strength of Minnesota's offense and defense will be a test for us," Michigan State coach Linda Basketball said. "We have to be sharp and ready to go." The Hawkeyes are coming off the loss to Iowa State last weekend and are looking for a bounce-back victory. "We want to get back to winning," DuBois said. "It's a good opportunity to compete in this conference and we're excited to be here."

"The Iowa defense is doing an excellent job of limiting the options of opponents," said Michigan State coach Linda Basketball. "Iowa is a strong team with a lot of experience. We will have to be prepared and ready to go." The Iowa defense is allowing just 55 points per game, the second-lowest in the nation. The Hawkeyes are averaging 72 points per game, the fourth-highest in the nation. The Hawkeyes have won five of their last six games and are looking to延续 their winning streak this weekend. "We want to continue our winning ways," DuBois said. "Every game is important, but we're focused on the task at hand."

Women's Gymnastics

A few freshmen will have an opportunity to compete. "I didn't expect to see any freshmen this week," DuBois said. "They're doing well. It's been a great season so far."

A YOUNG SQUAD is a characteristic of the Michigan State gymnastics team. "Our freshmen are doing well and we're excited to see them compete," DuBois said. "They're working hard and improving each meet."

"I'm proud of our freshmen," DuBois said. "They're doing a great job and we're excited to see them improve."

Hawkeyes eye rebound vs. Wisconsin

By Ann UIP
The Daily Iowan

The Iowa women's gymnastics team, No. 7 in the nation, is on the road again this weekend to face Wisconsin and Iowa, two teams that have been performing well this season. "The Wisconsin team is very strong and we need to be ready to go," coach Tim DeMarco said. "We need to focus on our own performance and not worry about the competition." The Hawkeyes are looking to rebound after a disappointing loss last weekend against Illinois. "We need to come out strong and be ready for every meet," DuBois said. "We have to be sharp and ready to go." The Hawkeyes are averaging 194.65 points per meet, the seventh-highest in the nation. The Hawkeyes have won three of their last four meets and are looking to continue their winning streak this weekend. "We want to continue our winning ways," DuBois said. "It's important to us to keep winning and we're excited to be here."
Sports

Iowa hopes to rain on Illini’s parade

By Eric J. Hess

Celebrating his 100th career win in a row at Iowa, Coach Lou Henson is ready to take on the Illini. Illinois Coach Les Roselle has been his nemesis for the past three years. The Hawkeyes will go on the road tonight to face Illinois in Champaign.

The Illini, who are ranked seventh in the country, have been struggling in recent games. Illinois lost to Iowa State last week and was defeated by Northwestern a few days ago. The Hawkeyes, on the other hand, have been on a roll, winning their last three games.

Iowa

Iowa is currently ranked 12th in the nation and is coming off a big win against Northwestern. The Hawkeyes have a tough game tonight against the Illini, who are seeded six points higher than Iowa in the Big Ten standings.

Gable

Gable who can’t smell is capable of trying to smell himself. This is known as a self-perception problem, which can cause confusion and frustration.

CONTROVERSIAL IOWA problems in the Big Ten and Big 12 conferences. The games in the Big Ten are considered more intense and competitive.
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Anthem hummer draws fire

by Berke Breathed

United Press International

NORTH KINGSTOWN, R.I. - A high-school student's penchant for humming and singing along with the national anthem has drawn the ire of U.S. Sen. Edward Kennedy.
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Laurie Dean Dancers premiere show

At the Bijou

Laurie Dean, who created the choreography and the music for the film Equator, was around one of the best films of 1987. What’s going on here is a little miracle. As the story line was gathered, I wondered if Laurie Dean was just about one of the best films of 1987. What’s going on here is a little miracle. As the story line was gathered, I wondered if Laurie Dean was just about one of the best films of 1987.